In pre-colonial Hindu India, the king--both as an historical 
There are in fact many textual confirmations of the view that Brahmans, and the spiritual authority (brahma) that they possess, are seen as higher, both relationally and ontologically, than kings, and the temporal authority (ksatra) that is theirs.
However, these same texts provide evidence as well of what has been called "the central conundrum of Indian social ideology" (Trautmann 1981 ; also see Heesterman 1978) . At times the king is above the Brahman, as for example in the royal consecration ceremony. At other times the Brahman appears to be superior to the king, as for example in the Manu Dharma Sastras, and in passages from the Mahabharata. This conundrum is often addressed in terms of the postulation of two levels of truth, a higher level in which the Brahman is clearly preeminent, the source of everything else, and a lower level in which kings must protect and sponsor Brahmans in order for them to exist, as gods, on earth. Dumont's resolution of this conundrum extends the notion of higher and lower truths from a classically Indic epistemological contextuality to his well known ontological separation of the religious from the political. The major development of political thought in India, he contends, is the secularization of kingship, that is the separation of the magicoreligious nature of kingship--preserved in the form of the royal chaplain in particular and in the function of Brahmans in the larger polity more generally--from the political aspects of kingship, depicted, inter alia, in the Machiavellian Arthasastra While Dumont is not wrong to insist on radical differences in the "ideologies" of India and the West, the irony is that the way in which he postulates difference is based on a fundamentally Western ideology, in which religion and politics must be separated. Dumont 's ~o s i t ion in many ways caracatures the Orientalist assumption that India is the spiritual east, devoid of history, untouched by the politics of Oriental Despotisms.
Critics of Dumont have often accepted his basic epistemological premises, but then reversed them. They take a materialist perspective and view social relations in India in terms of power, pure and simple (e.g., Berreman 1971). Recent work--often by those committed to an ethnosociological approach to the identification and description of cultural domains in India--has suggested that this separation of religion from politics, like many other dichotomies in Western social science, is inappropriate at the level of ideological (or cultural) analysis in Indian social thought (~arriott and Inden 1977; Appadurai 1981; McGilvray 1983; Dirks 1982 Dirks , 1987 . It is in this sense--as also of course in the running critique of Dumont--that the following analysis is ethnosociological.
Not only is there no fundamental ontological separation of a "religious" from a "political" domain, but religious institutions and activities are fundamental features of what wedescribe here as the political system. Kings derive much of their power from worship, and bestow their emblems and privileges in a cultural atmosphere that is permeated by the language and attitudes of worship. Further, temples are key institutions in the formation of social communities (Appadurai and Breckenridge 1976) , even while they reflect structures of power worked out both in and outside their own walls (Dirks 1987) . In turn, temples represent the preeminent position of the king by granting him the highest honor in the temple, before even the learned (srotriya) brahman.
Religion does not encompass kingship any more than kingship encompasses religion. There are not two distinct forms of power, secular power had by kings and sacred power had by Brahmans.
Kings and Brahmans are both privileged but different forms of divinity in a world in which all beings were, however distantly, generated from the same ontological source. And power--whether defined as a constellation of cultural conceits or as an analytic concern--can not be restricted to a single domain of Indian social life.
Dumont has suggested that caste is fundamentally religious, and that religious principles actualize themselves in the domain of purity and pollution. In my ethnohistorical study of a south Indian kingdom in which Kallars were the royal caste and Brahmans were heavily patronized according to scripturally mandated forms of royal gifting activity, I have found that purity and pollution are not the primary relational coordinates which endow hierarchy with its meaning and substance. Royal honor (mariyatai, antastu) combined with the notions of restriction, command, and order (kattupatu, atikaram, orunku) This structure of privileged landholding reflects the structure of political -power and socio-cultural participation within state and village institutions. The chief landholders were the great Kallar Jagirdars and Cervaikarars. The former were collateral relations of the Raja. Jagir estates were created for the two brothers of the Raja after a succession dispute in 1730 severely threatened the stability of the state.
These collateral families kept these estates intact until their settlement in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
The Jagirs were, in effect, mini kingdoms in their own right, each containing a small court and a full set of inam grants, including "military ones." Importantly, however, the jagirs were not made up of contiguous villages and were therefore never geographically isolable units.
Just below the Jagirdars came the Cervaikarars. All but one of the Cervaikarars were of the same subcaste as the Raja, and most had one or more affinal ties with the royal family. The
Cervaikarars were given large grants of land, titles, honors, and emblems. Each of the Cervaikarars was awarded a specified number of retainers, or amarakarars, to serve them at home, to go to battle with them abroad, and to carry their honors and emblems to In addition, within each village in the state, headmen were given lands in recognition of their rights to local authority as well as to render this representative of the state's power at large. These headmen came from the locally dominant castes.
Kallars were dominant in the northern and eastern parts of the state. Maravars had a significant presence in the south.
Arnpalams (the title for headman, literally meaning the central common ground of the village, used by most of the castes in ~udukkottai) were also called miracidars after the mid-eighteenth century. This new label, borrowed from Persian revenue terminology, was used in an attempt to render local authority as dependent as possible on recognition by the "bureaucratic" state.
Nonetheless, well into the twentieth century these local headmen were often as powerful as small kings, with retinues and legends sufficient to cause their power to be felt over significant areas of the countryside.
Various village officials, artisans, and servants were also given inam (more properly maniyam) lands by the state. In addition to this land, each village servant was also rewarded with shares of the village grain heap. Since the one-ninth share of the harvest that was owed to village servants was taken from the grain heap before its division into the Raja's and the village's share, this classic jajmani payment was borne equally by the village and the Raja. Thus, the sets of relations usually characterized as jajmani, that is as an institution of the village community alone, were sanctioned and underwritten not only by the community but also by the king both through inams and the share system.
Maniyam, the term used for many village grants, meant land that was held free of tax, as well as privilege in a more general sense. Maniyam derives from the Sanskrit manya, which means honor and privi1eg.e. Many of the land grants to Brahmans were called carvamaniyam, meaning completely tax free and honorable.
However, the term maniyam was not reserved for Brahmans, as
British categories which separated "religious" from "nonreligious" grants implied. Indeed, in its most unmarked form maniyam was sometimes used for inams in general. Maniyam was also used in a more marked sense for land grants given to village servants whose task was to maintain and operate irrigational facilities, to village officers or headmen, to the pujaris or priests of small village temples or shrines, and to inamdars (holders of inams) who had such variable responsibilities as blowing the conch for a village festival or tending a flower garden which produced garlands of the village deities. These maniyams reveal that royal grants sustained the entire structure of local village ritual.
Even small locality temples were linked to the king through the inam. These local temples organized the ritual systems of villages, often constituting some of its fundamental cultural coordinates as well: they demarcated boundaries, centers, the relationships of social groups within the village, defining and internally ranking lineages, subcastes, and castes. Service to the temple was in many respects structurally equivalent to service to the village community, even as most village service inams specified services to both temples and the village, as suggested for Sri Lanka as well in the work of Hocart, who saw each village service group as a priesthood, and thus saw caste as an institution that was simultaneously political and religious.
In addition to many inams granted to village and local temples in the form of maniyams to local priests and village servants, many inam grants were also made to Brahmans, temples, and charities of various sorts. As is well know, the principal sources for south Indian historiography are epigraphical records of such grants, publically proclaimed because of the merit which accrued to the donors from them and because of the centrality of these gifts to the ideology of kingship. One of the fundamental requirements of Indic kingship was that the king be a munificent provider of fertile lands for Brahmans who would study and chant the Vedas, perform sacrifices and provide ritual services for the king so as to ensure and protect his prosperity and that of his kingdom; for temples which were the centers of worship and for festivals such as Dassara which renewed the sovereignty of the The preeminence of the royal subcaste is thus explained not only through reference to the fact that the king hailed from this subcaste, but by noting that this subcaste has the most rigidly defined and maintained code for conduct of all subcastes. These Kallars have the most order, and they enforced order through the set of restrictions which are implied by the term kattupatu.
Kattupatu, which can be taken to mean code for conduct and discipline, literally means something more like restriction, or even constriction, deriving from the root kattu, meaning tied or Politics not only occupies a subordinate position in Dumont's general theory, but is eclipsed on the one side by the preeminence of kinship, invaded by social bastardy and caste hierarchy, and on the by caste, which elevates the -brahman, and attendant principles of purity and pollution, above the king.
Caste, and the hierarchical principle it entails, is fundamental because it is religious, and in Indian social thought, according to Dumont, the religious encompasses the social, the economic, and the political.
Dumont therefore sees caste authority and political authority as fundamentally different. He writes that "the notion of caste and of a superior caste exhausts all available transcendence. Properly speaking, a people's headman can only be someone of another caste. If the headman is one of their own, then to some degree they are all headmen" (Dumont 1957b, 206) .
This is true in Pudukkottai in that headmen are at one level simply primus inter pares in their social group. However, by virtue of their connection to the king, they do "transcend," at some level, their own community. Most importantly, the king himself is at one level simply a Kallar, and not the highest one I have also argued that ethnohistory can help determine a culturally specific set of relevancies, moments, and narrative forms to expand and alter the sense of how to think about India's past. But this past is never contained solely within the texts or traditions that would be used for this task. If ethnohistory is used to situate history, it is always seen as itself situated in history (see also Dening 1980, 38) .
Thus the difficulties in anthropologizing history are not simply removed by the inverse call to historicize anthropology, anything at all, it should at least help us dispose of the idea that culture can exist outside of history, however much this history--and I suspect any history--is always mediated through a multiplicity of cultural forms.
